The 2021 Christkindlmarkets Added $196 Million to Cook County’s Economy
The German-style outdoor markets inspired nonlocal visitors to return to Chicago and
improved perceptions of the City
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The Christkindlmarket Chicago and Wrigleyville had an enormous impact on its host economy in
2021, according to an economic impact study conducted by third-party research partner, Technomic.
The outdoor German-style market, which returned to Chicago after being closed in 2020 due to the
pandemic, added $196.2 million to the Cook County economy during their 2021 season, including
$103.2 million in direct economic impact. This total is comprised of the value generated at the
market and the host economy through visitor spending and vendor expenses that would not have
otherwise existed if not for the presence of the Christkindlmarkets. Of the $196.2 million total
generated, $152.9 million came from the Downtown Christkindlmarket and $43.3 from the
Wrigleyville location. $90.7 million was spent outside of the market, including transportation, lodging
and non-market activities (shopping, dining and entertainment).
The Downtown market drew 1.2 million visitors from November 19th – December 24th, and the
Wrigleyville market had close to 300 thousand visitors from November 19th – December 31st. Of all
market visitors, 24% attended for the first time and nearly all visitors (91%) indicated that they are
likely to visit a Christkindlmarket again in 2022, which shows the continuous growth of this event.
More than half of the visitors (58%) also spent money on activities in Chicago outside of the market,
including dining and shopping, implying incremental spending that may not have occurred were it
not for the Christkindlmarkets.
The event inspired more than a third of nonlocal guests, who had not visited downtown in one to
two years, to return. Furthermore, 42% of visitors to the Daley Plaza location reported having a more
positive view of downtown Chicago thanks to the Christkindlmarket. Overall, 89% of visitors
expressed positive opinions of downtown Chicago. Nearly 9 out of 10 visitors also reported feeling
safe attending the Downtown Christkindlmarket, regardless of whether the visitor was local or
nonlocal.
All data is based on an economic impact study that was conducted through a random data sampling
collected during the 2021 market season. In order to ensure objectivity in results and point of view,
this study was designed and executed by a third-party research partner, Technomic.
High resolution photos and HD videos are available upon request
(schmidt@GermanAmericanEvents.com).

About German American Events, LLC
German American Events LLC, a subsidiary of the German American Chamber of Commerce of the
Midwest, is a Chicago-based nonprofit organization that plans and executes
the Christkindlmarket Chicago and Wrigleyville. All Christkindlmarket locations are modeled after the
classic German holiday market in Nuremberg, Germany, with traditional candy cane striped huts.
The free outdoor holiday markets host international and local vendors who display and sell handcrafted ornaments, toys, and special holiday gifts as well as traditional German foods, sweets, and
beverages. The markets are rich in cultural tradition and include special events, entertainment and
activities that are fun for the whole family, including traditional alpine brass music.
About Technomic
Technomic Inc., a Winsight company, was founded as a management consulting firm in 1966. Since
then, Technomic’s services have grown to encompass cloud-based B2B research tools, consumer
and menu trend tracking and other leading strategic research and analytic capabilities, to prioritize
and size business opportunities. Our clients include food manufacturers and distributors,
restaurants, retailers and multiple other business verticals aligned with the food industry that are
looking to make informed decisions to support their business growth. Visit Technomic at
www.technomic.com

